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Standard Configural Frequency Analysis (CFA) is a one-step procedure that determines
which cells of a cross-classification contradict a base model. Selecting these cells out does
not guarantee that the base model fits. Therefore, the role played by these cells for the base
model is unclear, and interpretation of types and antitypes can be problematic. In this paper,
functional CFA is proposed. This model of CFA pursues two goals simultaneously. First, cells
are selected out that constitute types and antitypes. Second, the base model is fit to the data.
This is done using an iterative procedure that blanks out individual cells one at a time, until
the base model fits or until there are no more cells that can be blanked out. In comparison
to standard CFA, functional CFA is shown to be more parsimonious, that is, fewer types and
antitypes need to be selected out. In comparison to Kieser and Victor’s CFA which focuses
exclusively on optimizing the fit of the base model, functional CFA needs, in most cases, more
iteration steps, but the overall goodness-of-fit for the base model is better. The methods are
illustrated and compared using data examples from the literature.
Keywords: Configural Frequency Analysis, functional CFA, Kieser-Victor CFA.
1. Introduction
Configural Frequency Analysis (Lienert 1968; von Eye and Gutie´rrez-Pen˜a 2004) allows the re-
searcher to identify those cells in a cross-tabulation that contradict a particular base model. Ex-
isting approaches to CFA have approached the identification process from three directions. The
first and classical approach specifies a base model and, then, examines either all cells or a selection
of cells with the goal of finding those that contradict the base model. This approach assumes
under the null hypothesis that each case in the table was drawn from the same population. The
typical base model is a simple, hierarchical log-linear model the expected frequencies of which can
be estimated using closed forms. More complex base models have also been discussed (von Eye
2002). The second approach (Kieser and Victor 1991, 1999, 2000) proceeds under the assumption
that the cases in those cells that belong to a CFA type (a review of the concepts of CFA types and
antitypes follows in the next section of this article) were drawn from different populations. There-
fore, estimation of expected cell frequencies must exclude these cases. The typical base model is
a quasi-independence log-linear model for which, in most cases, closed forms do not exist. The
third approach is Bayesian (Gutie´rrez-Pen˜a and von Eye 2000).
In this article, a fourth approach to CFA is proposed. This approach will also be frequentist, and
will be compared to the first two approaches. It is functional in the sense that types and antitypes
are defined by the role they play for the base model. Iteratively, cells will be blanked out that
contradict the base model. The iteration concludes as soon a the base model can be retained.
2. A review of Lienert’s classical CFA
When applying CFA, researchers, in a first step, specify a base model. In the present context, we
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focus on log-linear base models, also called chance models. The standard base model thus has the
form logm = Xλ, where m is the vector of model frequencies, X is the design matrix, and λ is
the parameter vector. CFA examines individual cells. Let the observed frequency of Cell r be nr,
and the corresponding expected frequency mr be estimated under some chance model, where r
goes over all cells in the table. CFA tests, typically for each cell, the null hypothesis under which
E[nr] = mr. If E[nr] < mr, Cell r is said to constitute a CFA type. If E[nr] < mr Cell r is said
to constitute a CFA antitype. If E[nr] = mr Cell r is said to constitute neither a type nor an
antitype. In brief, types occur more frequently than one would expect by chance, and antitypes
occur less frequently than one would expect by chance.
For the decision as to whether a cell constitutes a CFA type or antitype, a number of tests has
been proposed (von Eye 2002). Each of these tests can be used to examine individual cells of a
cross-classification. Tests for the examination of groups of cells have also been proposed. CFA
tests are either exact or asymptotic, and they either can be used under any sampling scheme or
require product-multinomial sampling. The binomial test is exact and can be used under any
sampling scheme. The z-test and the X2-test are asymptotic and can also be used under any
sampling scheme. Lehmacher (1981) proposed pexact and asymptotic hypergeometric tests which
require product-multinomial sampling. These tests are the most powerful of all current CFA tests,
by far.
Base models of CFA contain all effects that are not of interest to the researcher (von Eye 2004).
Thus, if a base model is rejected, (1) the data are bound to reflect types or antitypes, and (2) these
types and antitypes reflect the effects that are of interest to the researcher. In the present article,
we focus on log-linear base models. These models have, in standard frequentist CFA, been mostly
simple models, that is, models for which closed forms exist for the estimation of the expected
frequencies.
In the present article, the group of log-linear base models will be extended to enable the functional
approach to CFA. The new log-linear base models will not be in the class of simple hierarchical
models any more. Instead, they will be non-standard (Mair 2007; Mair and von Eye 2007).
That is, these models will contain terms that identify cells as structural in a sense comparable
to structural zeros. Adding these terms changes standard hierarchical CFA base models into
nonstandard models.
Data example: The following example uses data from a study on the size of social networks
(Klingenspor and Marsiske 2006). In a sample of 516 respondents, aged between 70 and 105 (362
females), marital status and size of social network were studied. Marital Status (M) was scored as
1 = married, and 2 = not married; Gender (G) was scored as 1 = male and 2 = female; and Size
of social network (S) was scored as 1 = small network and 2 = large network. Table 1 displays
results of a first order CFA of the M × G × S cross-classification. The z -test was used as well
as the Bonferroni-protected α∗ = 0.00625. CFA was performed under the base model of variable




k . Types and
antitypes from this base model suggest local associations among the variables M, G, and S.
Note that nr are the observed frequencies, mr the estimated expected frequencies. CFA of the
social network data suggests two types and three antitypes. The first type, constituted by Cell
112, suggests that there are more married men than expected based on the model of variable
independence who have large social networks. The second type, constituted by Cell 221, suggests
that more unmarried (which includes widowed) women than expected have small social networks.
The first two antitypes, in Cell 121 and 122, suggest that, for large as well as for small social
networks, there are fewer married women than expected. The third antitype, in Cell 212, suggests
that fewer unmarried men than expected have large social networks.
3. Log-linear base models for standard CFA
The log-linear base models used for CFA have the general form logm = Xλ. Although the
parameters are generally not of interest in CFA applications, they are part of the model and
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Table 1: Standard CFA of the Cross-classification of Marital Status (M), Gender (G), and Size of
Social Network (S).
Configuration r nr mr z p-value Type/Antitype?
111 48 38.95 1.451 .07358
112 87 38.05 7.935 .99920e-15 Type
121 5 38.95 -5.440 .26696e-07 Antitype
122 14 38.05 -3.899 .48272e-04 Antitype
211 78 91.55 -1.416 .07833
212 45 89.45 -4.700 .13031e-05 Antitype
221 130 91.55 4.018 .29318e-04 Type
222 109 89.45 2.067 .01950
needed for the estimation of expected cell frequencies. This applies in particular when closed
forms for the estimation are not available. In the following paragraphs, we give two examples
of design matrices for CFA base models. For the first example, consider the base model for the
example in Table 1. The three variables M, G, and S span a 2 × 2 × 2 cross-classification. The
(main effect) base model for this table has the following design matrix:
X =

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 −1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 −1 −1 1
1 −1 −1 −1

From left to right, this design matrix contains, in the first column, the constant vector, and then
the vector for the main effect of M, the vector for the main effect of G, and the vector for the main
effect of S. There are no vectors for interactions. Therefore, the CFA types and antitypes in Table
1 suggest that interactions exist. As was indicated above, CFA is not interested in identifying
these interactions. Instead, CFA focuses on the interpretation of those cells (configurations) that
stand out as types and antitypes.
For the second example, we re-analyze the data from Table 1 using the base model of Prediction
CFA (Lienert and Krauth 1973; von Eye, Mair, and Bogat 2005). Specifically, we predict network
size (S) from marital status (M) and gender (G).






jk where the double
subscripted term indicates the interaction between the two predictor variables. This model is
saturated in the predictors. Therefore, types and antitypes will emerge only if particular predictor
patterns are associated with one or more criterion patterns. For the cell-wise analyses, we use
the same specifications as for Table 1. Results suggest that this base model must be rejected
(LR −X2 = 26.61; df = 3; p < .05). However, no types and no antitypes emerged. We conclude
that the prediction of network size cannot be based on marital status and gender. The design
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matrix for this base model is
X =

1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 −1 1
1 1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 1 −1
1 −1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1 1
1 −1 −1 −1 1

The last column vector in this design matrix specifies the M x G interaction.
The estimation of the expected cell frequencies for both base models can be performed using closed
forms. Specifically, the estimation of the expected frequency for cell ijk under the base model of




where n... is the sample size, and the numerator shows the marginal frequencies of the three
variables that span the table. The estimation of the expected frequency for cell ijk under the base




where nij. is the marginal frequency of the ij subtable. In practice, the same iterative programs
are used as for models that cannot be estimated using a closed form. The number of iterations
will be just 1.
4. Functional CFA
4.1. Basic principles of functional CFA
One characteristic that, with the exception of Kieser and Victor’s CFA (2000; more detail follows
below), all CFA approaches share is that they are one-step methods. One base model is specified,
and the analysis is performed in one run. The result is expressed in terms of local deviations from
the base model. Functional CFA still asks questions concerning the deviations from a base model.
However, it combines the goals of modeling with the goals of CFA. Functional CFA asks what role
particular configurations play for a base model. If a configuration contradicts a base model, it is
removed from the table, and the base model is fitted again. This process is repeated until either
no cells can be removed any more or the base model fits.
Functional CFA thus uses base models that differ from standard CFA. The base models of func-
tional CFA consist of two parts. The first is identical to the base model of standard CFA, that
is, logm = Xsλs. This part is structural in the sense that it specifies the variable relationships
considered in the base model. The second is the part used to blank out type and antitype cells.
This part is termed functional as it serves to mark those cells that contradict the base model and,
thus, constitute types and antitypes. The base model thus changes to logm = Xsλs +Xfλf .
The functional part of the base model is created in an iterative process (see below).
The results of this procedure are, in the case in which the iteration comes to an end before the
pool of cells that can be removed is depleted:
1. A selection of cells that constitute CFA types and antitypes. The interpretation of these
cells proceeds as in standard CFA. However, the base model needs to be kept in mind.
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2. A fitting base model. This model describes the variable relationships within an incomplete
table, that is, a table without the type and antitype cells. These cells have been removed by
way of declaring them structural cells.
In contrast to standard CFA which practically always yields types or antitypes, functional CFA
can yield the statement that a base model cannot be fitted to a table. In this case, the types and
antitypes that were constituted by the cells removed during the iteration cannot be interpreted,
because the goal of fitting the base model was not reached.
To describe the procedure of functional CFA, consider a CFA base model that is specified as
logm = Xsλs. Let this base model meet the criteria set up by von Eye and Schuster (2000).
Then, the iteration that is performed in functional CFA involves the following steps:
1. Inspect the cell-wise discrepancies from this base model and identify the largest.
2. Blank out the cell with the largest discrepancy and re-fit the base model.
3. Repeat steps I and II until either the base model fits or the table becomes impossible to
re-analyze because too many cells have been blanked out and the base model still does not
fit.
Blanking out cells uses the same methods as declaring cells structural zeros. In each case, no model-
specific probability density mass is placed into these cells, and these cells are excluded from the
estimation of both overall fit and cell-specific residuals. Therefore, these cells make no contribution
to model fit. In contrast to cells with structural zeros, cells blanked out in functional CFA can
contain observations. In particular when type cells are blanked out, the number of observations
not taken into account for estimation and goodness-of-fit assessment can be considerable. Types
and antitypes of functional CFA are constituted by those cells that were declared “structural”
in the iteration process. All computations for the following examples were performed in R (R
Development Core Team 2006). The corresponding source code is available upon request.
Data example. For the following example, we use the data from Table 1 again. We perform a
functional CFA on the present data using standardized residuals which are equivalent to the z-test
used for the analyses in Table 1. The first step in functional CFA involves fitting a standard main
effect model. The results of this analysis appear in Table 1. The goodness-of-fit LR-X2 for this
model is 162.9 which, for df = 4, indicates significant deviations, that is, lack of fit with p < .05.
The most extreme standardized residual, z = 7.93, was observed for Cell 112.
For the next step of the iterative procedure of functional CFA, we blank out Cell 112 and re-fit
the main effect model. The design matrix for the main effect model was given above. The design
matrix for the model after blanking out Cell 112 is
X =

1 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 −1 1
1 1 −1 1 0
1 1 −1 −1 0
1 −1 1 1 0
1 −1 1 −1 0
1 −1 −1 1 0
1 −1 −1 −1 0

where the last column vector has the effect that Cell 112 is treated as structural. This step of
functional CFA, as well as the following steps, were performed under the same specification as the
first. Please notice that here and in the following iteration steps, the significance level α is not
adjusted. Decisions are made based on the largest discrepancy. The results of the second iteration
step appear in Table 2.
The results of blanking out Cell 112 are dramatic. Not only did the overall LR-X2 sink from 162.9
to 70.59 (df = 3; p < .05) and Cell 112 does not play a role any more, both results were expected,
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Table 2: CFA of the Cross-classification of Marital Status (M), Gender (G), and Size of Social
Network (S), with Cell 211 blanked out
Configuration r nr mr z p-value
111 48 19.89 6.302 .14692e-9
112 87 87.00 - -
121 5 27.76 -4.320 .77977e-5
122 14 19.34 -1.215 .11214
211 78 89.05 -1.171 .12070
212 45 62.05 -2.165 .01520
221 130 124.28 -0.512 .30424
222 109 86.60 2.407 .00805
but the type-antitype pattern has changed: Cells 122, 212, and 221 are not antitypes anymore.
Instead, Cell 111 became a type. Trivially, Cell 112 no longer constitutes a type because it was
blanked out 1. The reduction in the overall LR-X2 is significant.
Considering that the new base model does still not fit the data, we now blank the next cell with




1 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 −1 1 0
1 1 −1 1 0 0
1 1 −1 −1 0 0
1 −1 1 1 0 0
1 −1 1 −1 0 0
1 −1 −1 1 0 0
1 −1 −1 −1 0 0

where the last column vector has the effect that Cell 111 is blanked out. The CFA results of this
step appear in Table 3. All specifications remain unchanged.
Table 3: CFA of the Cross-classification of Marital Status (M), Gender (G), and Size of Social
Network (S), with Cells 112 and 111 blanked out
Configuration r nr mr z p-value
111 48 48.00 - -
112 87 87.00 - -
121 5 10.62 -1.725 .04226
122 14 8.38 1.942 .02604
211 78 68.76 1.114 .13268
212 45 54.24 -1.254 .10489
221 130 133.61 -0.313 .37727
222 109 105.39 0.352 .36240
The overall LR-X2 of 9.92 is again significantly smaller than the one from the last step. However,
it is still too large for the base model to be retainable (df = 2; p < 0.05). From the perspective
of classical CFA, no types or antitypes emerged for the current base model. We, therefore, could
terminate the iteration at this point and conclude that functional CFA of these data does not lead
1Please note that the interpretation of types and antitypes at this stage of the analysis is preliminary. The final
interpretation of functional CFA is based on the blanked-out cells.
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to results. However, thus far and in the following examples, we base the elimination of cells solely
on the largest residual and the goal of finding a model that fits the data (after elimination of type-
and antitype constituting cells). The protected α* was not used (this issue will be taken up in the
discussion again). Therefore, we continue the iteration.
In Table 3, the largest standardized residual is now found for Cell 122. We blank this cell out and
re-analyze. The design matrix for the base model for this step is
X =

1 1 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 −1 1 0 0
1 1 −1 1 0 0 0
1 1 −1 −1 0 0 1
1 −1 1 1 0 0 0
1 −1 1 −1 0 0 0
1 −1 −1 1 0 0 0
1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0

where, as before, the last column vector blanks out the cell that had the largest standardized
residual in the last iteration step. The CFA results are given in Table 4.
Table 4: CFA of the Cross-classification of Marital Status (M), Gender (G), and Size of Social
Network (S), with Cells 121, 112, and 122 blanked out
Configuration r nr mr z p-value
111 48 48.00 - -
112 87 87.00 - -
121 5 5.00 0.000 .50000
122 14 14.00 - -
211 78 70.67 0.871 .15559
212 45 52.33 -1.013 .26593
221 130 137.33 -0.625 .26593
222 109 101.67 0.763 .23375
Once again, the overall LR-X2 of 2.72 is significantly below the one from the previous step.
However, now, it is small enough for us to retain the base model of variable independence (df = 1;
p = 0.099). The procedure has thus come to an end, and we can interpret the three types
identified by functional CFA, constituted by the blanked-out Cells 112, 111, and 122. In the
original analysis, these cells were found to constitute a type (112), nothing (111), and an antitype
(122). Standard CFA identified more types and antitypes. Therefore, we note that functional CFA
is more parsimonious than standard CFA. The number of types and antitypes that are needed in
a table before the base model fits can be expected to be smaller than the number of types and
antitypes from standard, frequentist CFA. Note that Bayesian CFA is also able to identify types
and antitypes from standard CFA as redundant (von Eye and Gutie´rrez-Pen˜a 2004).
4.2. A comparison between functional CFA and Kieser-Victor CFA
As mentioned in the last section, the version of CFA proposed by Kieser and Victor (1991, 1999,
2000) is the only approach other than functional CFA, that involves a stepwise selection procedure.
Kieser and Victor (1999) propose the following steps for their exploratory forward inclusion routine.
1. Starting from a log-linear base model, contrasts for structural zeros are sequentially included.
2. Select the parameter for which the corresponding LR-value is minimal. (Note that this step
involves removing cells from the table.)
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3. Repeat steps I and II until the goodness-of-fit test is non-significant.
Kieser and Victor’s approach to CFA differs in two central points from functional CFA. First, the
authors aim at minimizing the overall LR statistic. The blanking out of cells is a means toward this
goal. In contrast, in functional CFA the identification of “outlandish cells” is the goal. The fact
that functional CFA typically yields a model that fits, is a byproduct. However, this byproduct is
a condition for an admissible solution. Second, to find an optimal solution, Kieser and Victor use
the overall goodness-of-fit LR-criterion. In contrast, functional CFA blanks those cells out that are
extreme based on the magnitude of residual scores. As a matter of course, functional CFA could
also use the cell-wise LR statistic. Solutions based on different statistics will differ depending on
the discrepant characteristics of these statistics (von Eye and Mun 2003; von Weber, von Eye,
and Lautsch 2004). In the following two applications, it becomes clear that the different criteria
for imposing structural zero contrasts and, thus, blanking out types/anti-type cells will typically
result in different solutions.
In this section, three application examples are presented. First, the classical data set from Stouffer,
Suchman, Devinney, Star, and Williams (1949) is used for the application of both iterative CFA
procedures. The corresponding contingency table is given in Table 5.
Table 5: The American Soldier.
Region of origin (O) Location of camp (L) Race (R) Preferring Camp (P)
North South
North North Black 387 36
White 955 162
South Black 876 250
White 874 510
South North Black 383 270
White 104 176
South Black 381 1712
White 91 869
The results for functional CFA are given in Table 6, and the results for Kieser-Victor’s CFA are
given in Table 7.
Table 6: Functional CFA for the Cross-classification of The American Soldier.
Step Cell blanked out LR χ2 df p-value
1 none 4211.28 4502.34 11 < .0001
2 1121 2782.73 2492.23 10 < .0001
3 2212 1781.78 1605.43 9 < .0001
4 2222 1061.36 963.53 8 < .0001
5 2112 856.85 804.19 7 < .0001
6 2111 611.35 606.10 6 < .0001
7 2122 400.89 362.76 5 < .0001
8 2221 192.29 175.95 4 < .0001
9 1112 99.02 96.00 3 < .0001
10 1212 15.75 15.61 2 .0004
11 1111 0.99 0.98 1 .3211
A comparison of Tables 6 and 7 shows that using different goal functions yields, in this data
example, results that differ in three respects. First, functional CFA requires more iteration steps
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Table 7: Kieser-Victor CFA for the Cross-classification of The American Soldier.
Step Cell blanked out LR χ2 df p-value
1 none 4211.28 4502.34 11 < .0001
2 2212 2312.73 2232.46 10 < .0001
3 2222 1336.11 1235.99 9 < .0001
4 2221 933.62 883.91 8 < .0001
5 2121 564.20 546.87 7 < .0001
6 1112 369.69 373.99 6 < .0001
7 1122 250.64 252.73 5 < .0001
8 1111 109.84 108.91 4 < .0001
9 1212 18.15 17.84 3 .0004
10 2122 4.21 4.20 2 .1222
thus yielding more types and antitypes. Second, the cells identified as constituting types/antitypes
overlap only partly, and third, the overall goodness-of-fit LR for functional CFA is smaller (which
is, in part, due to the larger number of blanked-out cells). The following examples will show
whether these results can be replicated.
In the second comparison example, data from the 1975 General Social Survey as given in Haberman
(1978, p. 183) are used to examine the performance of the two different CFA approaches. The
survey question used (labeled as Response R) asks whether “women should take care of running
their homes and leave running the country up to men”. The data are given in Table 8 and the
corresponding CFA results in Tables 9 and 10, respectively.
Table 8: 1975 General Social Survey.
Sex (S) Education (E), yrs. Response (R)
Agree Disagree
male <9 72 47
9-12 110 196
>12 44 179
female <9 86 38
9-12 173 283
>12 28 187
Table 9: Functional CFA for the Cross-classification of the 1975 General Social Survey.
Step Cell blanked out LR χ2 df p-value
1 none 187.75 178.80 7 < .0001
2 231 114.53 110.56 6 < .0001
3 212 63.49 60.80 5 < .0001
4 132 35.82 35.24 4 < .0001
5 111 20.19 19.85 3 .0002
6 112 7.62 7.30 2 .0259
7 131 0.31 0.31 1 .5771
The pattern of results found for this example is the same as for the first: (1) functional CFA
requires more iteration steps. Therefore, (2) functional CFA identifies more types and antitypes,
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Table 10: Kieser-Victor CFA for the Cross-classification of the 1975 General Social Survey.
Step Cell blanked out LR χ2 df p-value
1 none 187.75 178.80 7 < .0001
3 212 63.49 60.80 5 < .0001
4 112 28.28 27.45 4 < 0.0001
5 131 8.38 8.39 3 .0387
6 132 1.88 1.89 2 .3882
and the overlap with results from Kieser and Victor’s CFA is not complete. (3) The overall
goodness-of-fit statistic for functional CFA is smaller.
In the third data example, we investigate data from the Town Council of Go¨ttingen (Germany)
as given in Linhart and Zucchini (1986). For the data in Table 11, the inhabitants of 4 areas (A)
where asked whether they are in favor of a proposed refuse collection scheme (P). Further, the
opinion (O) on the existing refuse collection service was recorded. The results can be found in
Tables 12 and 13.
Table 11: Town Council Survey.
Area (A) Opinion on existing service (O) Proposed scheme (P)
Against In favor
Geismar Very satisfied 18 61
satisfied 43 203
indifferent 16 36
not satisfied 1 10
Hetjershausen Very satisfied 13 56
satisfied 16 78
indifferent 6 12
not satisfied 5 2
Go¨ttingen-East Very satisfied 29 135
satisfied 53 203
indifferent 15 30
not satisfied 9 17
Grone Very satisfied 15 28
satisfied 33 125
indifferent 17 57
not satisfied 8 16
In the present data example, the Kieser-Victor-CFA requires again a less number of steps. However,
the overall goodness-of-fit statistic of the solution from function CFA is still smaller. It is worth
noting that, in this example, the results from Kieser and Victor’s CFA and from functional CFA
agree in only one cell (Cell 412). None of the other types and antitypes identified using Kieser
and Victor’s CFA were also identified by functional CFA as type/antitype-constituting, and vice
versa.
5. Discussion
The new version of CFA proposed in this article, functional CFA, selects types and antitypes
iteratively, based on the contribution to the base model that is made by the cells that constitute
the types and antitypes. Over the course of the iteration, the role played by individual cells
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Table 12: Functional CFA for the Cross-classification of Town Council Survey.
Step Cell blanked out LR χ2 df p-value
1 none 119.42 120.69 24 < .0001
2 432 97.23 100.79 23 < .0001
3 431 85.27 86.44 22 < .0001
4 412 64.60 66.69 21 < .0001
5 112 48.13 51.25 20 .0002
6 441 41.65 44.01 19 .0009
7 241 36.91 38.00 18 .0039
8 341 31.59 32.21 17 .0141
9 131 26.01 26.30 16 .0499
10 442 20.21 20.44 15 .1558
Table 13: Kieser-Victor CFA for the Cross-classification of Town Council Survey.
Step Cell blanked out LR χ2 df p-value
1 none 119.42 120.69 24 < .0001
2 412 88.32 90.00 23 < .0001
3 122 66.54 65.53 22 < .0001
4 332 47.79 47.57 21 .0008
5 232 37.58 38.14 20 .0085
6 121 29.98 30.46 19 .0463
7 242 22.32 23.58 18 .1692
changes. Therefore, the results of functional CFA can be expected to differ from the results from
standard CFA in three important respects.
First, the number of types and antitypes is typically smaller in functional CFA. With each iteration
step, the discrepancies from the base model can be expected to become smaller, and not all cells
that constitute types and antitypes in the first step of the iteration - this step is identical to
standard frequentist CFA - need to be declared structural cells. Therefore, the number of types
and antitypes from functional CFA can be smaller.
Second, the pattern of types and antitypes identified by functional CFA can differ from the pattern
from standard CFA. The reason is that model-data discrepancies are model-specific. Although the
structural part of the base model does not change over the course of the iterative search for types
and antitypes, the functional part will change because, with each iteration step, the design matrix
will include additional vectors. These vectors are needed to specify which cells are blanked out.
Because of these additional vectors, the standardized residuals for the non-structural cells can
change, and, thus, their role as type- or antitype constituting.
Third, functional CFA can fail. In contrast to standard CFA which always yields results (but
which does not always yield types or antitypes, as was illustrated above using Prediction CFA),
functional CFA can fail when the number of cells that need to be declared structural is so large
that the base model cannot be fit again. In this case, no cell can be said to constitute a type or
antitype, and researchers may consider a different variant of CFA.
The question arises when to select functional CFA over standard CFA. From our perspective,
functional CFA does not replace standard CFA. The relationship of functional to standard CFA
is analogous to that of stepwise regression to standard regression. Functional CFA is a stepwise,
exploratory procedure for the search for types and antitypes. The model is re-fit at each step of
the iteration. Functional CFA is the method of choice in exploratory research. In confirmatory
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research, standard CFA or confirmatory CFA by Kieser and Victor (1999) can be used.
Functional CFA improves on standard CFA in three elementary ways. First, in standard CFA,
the situation can occur that types and antitypes contradict a model that does not even fit. In these
cases, the status of types and antitypes as contradicting a base model is doubtful. Second, in most
cases, it can be expected that functional CFA is more parsimonious in that fewer cells need to
be marked as constituting types and antitypes. Third, functional CFA can fail in the sense that
the base model cannot be improved to the extent that it fits the cells that are not marked as
structural. The main reason for this is that the number of structural cells has become to large.
The comparison of functional CFA with Kieser and Victor’s CFA has shown that minimizing
the overall goodness of fit (Kieser and Victor’s CFA) and selecting out the cells with the largest
discrepancy yield only partly overlapping results. In each of the three examples presented here,
Kieser and Victor’s CFA was more parsimonious in the sense that it needed fewer stes than
functional CFA to reach a model that fits the data. However, functional CFA resulted in all
three examples in models with smaller overall goodness-of-fit values. Simulation studies will be
undertaken to determine whether these results can be generalized.
It should be noted that, for the current analyses and comparisons, the exploratory version of
Kieser and Victor’s CFA was used. The authors have also proposed a confirmatory version that
begins with blanking out an a priori determined cell. It is obvious that this version can lead to
dramatically different appraisals of the type/antitype structure in a table because this cell is not
necessarily the one with the largest discrepancy or the one that leads, when blanked out, to the
greatest reduction in the overall goodness-of-fit score.
This article presents the first step in the development of functional CFA. There are many areas
that need to be developed further. The following four areas seem to be most important, at this
point. First, optimal selection procedures for types and antitypes need to be developed. From
the application of stepwise procedures for the development of regression models (Neter, Kutner,
Nachtsheim, and Li 2004; von Eye and Schuster 1998), we know that many methods are not
guaranteed to provide optimal solutions. Specifically, the fact that regression parameter estimates
can change in the presence/absence of certain variables poses problems for the final selection of
a parsimonious solution. In an analogous fashion, the selection of cells to be blanked out can
have an effect on the final solution. For the present article, the largest residual was used as the
sole criterion. Alternative criteria are conceivable, for example the criterion that the number of
eventually retained types and antitypes be smallest, or the criterion that the largest residual for
step i+1 be maximized/minimized at step i. Kieser and Victor use a strategy that focuses on the
overall goodness-of-fit. Hybrid criterion sets are conceivable.
Second, it is not surprising that the results of functional CFA depend on the selection of a residual
measure. Consider the first example in this article. It resulted in one type and two antitypes
when the standardized residual was used. The goodness-of-fit of the resulting final model cannot
be statistically improved. When the Freeman-Tukey deviate is used instead of the standardized
residual, four cells are classified as outlandish (these are Cells 211, 212, 111, and 122), and the
overall LR-X2 of 8.373 is still not as good as for the solution preferred here. Please note that most
programs will not allow one to blank out 50% of the cells of a 2×2×2 table under the main effect
model. The resulting degrees of freedom for the main effect model will be zero.
Third, α protection needs to be reconsidered (Kieser and Victor 1999). In standard CFA, α
is protected based on the number of tests performed. In exploratory applications, this number
typically equals the number of cells in a table. This number is known before testing. In functional
CFA, the number of tests is unknown before the testing begins. The minimum number is the
number of cells of the table. This number applies when the base model fits the complete table.
The maximum number of tests is the number of cells, t, plus the number of tests (cells) at the
second iteration step, t−1, . . . , t−s, where s is the maximum number of cells that can be blanked
out before the degrees of freedom become exhausted. Were one to protect α based on this number,
it would be prohibitively conservative, and the procedure would, in many applications, stop at the
first iteration because no types or antitype-candidates would survive the stringent criterion. In
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the present sample applications, α was not protected at all. Instead, the effect of blanking out the
cell with the largest residual was examined with respect to the overall LR-X2. Efficient methods
of protecting α need to be developed.
Fourth, non-log-linear base models can be considered. As was demonstrated by von Eye (2002,
2004), classes of base models exist that are not log-linear. Examples of such models include models
that use a priori probabilities. Future research will have to determine the usability of the functional
CFA approach under these classes of base models as well as in a Bayesian context.
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